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Would you trade
your online shopping
experience of today for
the one you ‘enjoyed’
15 years ago?

The need for sensors
			
n e-commerce, online retailers long
			
ago discovered the value of in-depth
			
shopper analytics. At first, they
counted visitors as they entered the domain,
and then again at checkout, where they
gathered a wealth of shopper data.
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Much like brick-and-mortar retailers have
done for decades.
But, then, analytics grew to encompass
shoppers’ ever more circuitous journeys, and
new technologies like “trackers,” “web beacons”
and “bugs” collected data around:
• Searches for products or other information
• Clicks on different areas of the website
• Interactions with online store personnel
		 via chat
The result? Online merchants have utilized
shopper insights to make data-driven decisions
to continuously improve and optimize their
websites over time.

Back at the brick-andmortar store, retailers see
similar shopper parallels with
regards to their shopping journeys.
And, just like with their online colleagues,
there’s a wealth of valuable shopper data
available between the front door and the
checkout counter.
The Store Operations function has always tried
to observe shoppers and learn their likes and
dislikes, but casual observation is rife with
challenges, including subjectivity, personal bias
and recency bias, and – of course - an inability
to scale.
Luckily, technologies have evolved to the
point that physical retailers can systematically
collect the same types of data sets as online
merchants. However, whereas it’s relatively
easy to measure shopper behavior online with
cookies, IP addresses and the like, in physical
stores it takes a purposeful and well-thought
out strategy and implementation.
RetailNext
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First things first: accuracy vs. precision
			
efore engaging in a conversation on
			
retail’s various Internet of Things (IoT)
			
technologies, it’s important to
first establish a fundamental baseline
understanding of both accuracy and precision.

involves producing a very low range of
variability in results. Ideally, and with all things
being equal (like investment costs, etc.), you’d
want high accuracy and high precision, while
avoiding low accuracy and low precision.

In everyday colloquial conversation, the
concepts of “accurate” and “precise” might be
used interchangeably. However, in the world
of sensor technologies, there are very
important distinctions.

Alas, all things aren’t always equal. Most
sensors fall into the High Accuracy/High
Precision or High Accuracy/Low Precision
categories. So, as we go forward and explore
in-store sensor technologies, keep in mind
the Accuracy/Precision parameters.

B

High accuracy is indicative of hitting your mark,
or at least relatively close to it. High precision

High Accuracy
High Precision

Low Accuracy
High Precision

High Accuracy
Low Precision

Low Accuracy
Low Precision
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Common sensor
technologies: video
			
ideo was the original and most
			
fundamental sensor technology to be
			
deployed in stores, and is very much a
legacy from early Loss Prevention deployments.

V

While early Loss Prevention cameras were
often mounted on vertical walls and in corners,
today’s retail analytics video sensors are
mounted on the ceiling, and use visible light for
the camera to convert into data.
In years past, recorded video was stored and
viewed later, with qualitative reasoning used
to determine what was being captured by
cameras. Today, software automates that
process using computer vision, and analytical
insights are gathered on shoppers, shopping
paths, and what shoppers are doing in
the store.

Collecting data many
times per second, video
is both highly accurate
and highly precise.

Video can be turned
into data two different
ways. With previous technologies, servers
took the video and converted the images to
data. That process can still be used today, but
more and more often, stores are deploying
“smart cameras,” which essentially combine
the camera and the server into one device,
with all the video processing taking place in
the camera. Smart cameras are much easier
to deploy, install, and maintain, and as a
combined solution, they ordinarily require
less capital investment.
RetailNext
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Finally, once video has been converted to
data, the data is sent to a central area –
perhaps the “cloud” for some retailers and
their platforms – where it can be analyzed in
aggregate with corresponding data from all
stores in the chain.
Video, as a positioning sensor, is very accurate
and precise, down to just a couple of inches
– if video says the shopper is in the Shoe
department, you can rest assured the shopper
is, in fact, in the Shoe department.
In addition to its accuracy and precision, video
is multi-use across the organization, and
the same sensors can collect the same data
streams for the needs of Store Operations,
Merchandising, Loss Prevention and more.
Lastly, video data is intelligible to humans,
so your team can use the data to perform
qualitative analyses.

It’s important to note video sensors also
have several key limitations. Cameras have
a constrained range, limited to their field of
view. As such, multiple cameras are needed to
fully cover a large area. With multiple cameras,
however, it is very difficult to re-identify a
shopper as she crosses from one camera
zone into another (or leaves a single
camera zone and re-enters later).
Lastly, video data is high bandwidth,
so processing must be performed
at the store, either on the
camera itself or with a server.

Common sensor technologies: Wi-Fi
			
he proliferation of mobile devices
			
allows for Wi-Fi to be a robust
			
data gathering medium. Here’s
how it works:

Wi-Fi access points can
cover an entire store or even
a mall – much less than video
cameras, for example.

Most mobile devices regularly emit a Wi-Fi
signal, even if it’s not connected to a store’s
Wi-Fi network. Essentially, the phone sends
out a blip every so often seeking networks to
potentially connect with. Those blips contain
an identification marker, allowing a Wi-Fi
access point to associate that marker to a
unique mobile device.

Wi-Fi can also re-identify the same
mobile device as it moves through the
store or mall, or if it leaves and returns
at a later time, and, like video, has multiple
uses in addition to analytics, including guest
Wi-Fi services with mobile engagement, in-store
device connectivity, and more.

T

Now, the Wi-Fi access point can’t identify an
individual shopper or any of her personal
information. However, it can do simple – but
very worthwhile – calculations to determine if it
has “seen” this marker before, signaling, in this
scenario, a returning guest.
Advantages of Wi-Fi include a very long range
as line of sight is not an issue. A relatively few

Limitations of Wi-Fi though include low
precision, as wireless signals are difficult to
triangulate and smartphones emit probing
wireless signals intermittently.
Whereas video records location data many
times per second, Wi-Fi signals can be
received several minutes apart, making Wi-Fi
location data accurate, but not very precise.

In autumn of 2014, Apple introduced its iOS 8 operating system, which included
a feature that randomizes MAC addresses when a phone probes for available
Wi-Fi networks to potentially connect with. Thus, for iPhone users, it became more
difficult for stores to identify returning shoppers versus new shoppers, determine
broad shopper movements within the store, or even quantify approximate duration
of a store visit.
The Android OS started randomizing MAC addresses in its v6.0, released late
in 2015. However, Android version upgrade rates remain quite low.
Passive Wi-Fi data still proves valuable, particularly in determining directional trends,
and especially when integrated with data streams from other sensors, like video, for
example. And, of course, active Wi-Fi data through shoppers’ opting in to the guest
Wi-Fi experience is rich in detail and empowers customization and personalization.
RetailNext
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Common sensor
technologies: beacons
			
rom a sensor perspective, wireless
			
beacon technology is interesting in
			
no small part due the fact that the
transmission and sending of data occurs in
exactly the opposite fashion of that of Wi-Fi
and video.

F

Beacons are tiny and inexpensive, primarily
because they only do one thing: they broadcast
– continuously – that they are there and willing
to be connected to. They’re looking to connect
with a specific mobile app on the shopper’s
phone that recognizes the beacon and its signal.
Sometimes mobile apps need to be opened
and running on a shopper’s phone; other times,
the beacon can “awaken” the app and connect.
If and when the connection is made, the app
sends data to the cloud, allowing the retailer to
garner shopper insights like store visits, location
within the store, etc.
Beacons are completely dependent on a
shopper’s opt-in with an app, but are very
accurate, do not need line of sight, and – again
– are very inexpensive to deploy (minus the
development of the app, of course!).
With regards to precision, beacons are not
precise for location analytics, and generally
can only provide “proximity” data as opposed
to precise locations.

RetailNext
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Common sensor
technologies:
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
			
luetooth Low Energy (also referred
			
to as Bluetooth LE or BLE), while used
			
in beacons, above, is broken out
separately for the purposes of this discussion
on in-store sensor technology primarily
because it can also be used in similar fashions
to Wi-Fi, above.

B

One of the disadvantages of video and WiFi is the inability to segregate and exclude
employees from guests, and therefore retailers
are forced to make educated guesses about
many of the data insights. For example,
kinetic maps of traffic in a store might show
a “hot spot” at POS, but that data would likely
be accounting for store personnel who are
assigned at checkout counters.
Ideally, when a retailer is doing analysis on a
store and store activity, it wants to be able to
be focused on shoppers and their shopping
journey and behaviors first, and then focus on
staff and their activity separately. Of course,
the final analysis is when and where those two
data streams interact, for how long, and how
they are related to point-of-sale (POS) data and
other performance metrics.

RetailNext
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To exclude employees from shoppers, each
employee is outfitted with a small beacon,
either in a name badge or a lanyard, or even
slipped into a pocket. This beacon, of course,
emits a signal continuously, picked up by a
beacon sensor in the store, and identifying
the person as an employee.
With the beacon data stream integrated
into the analytics platform with video data
streams, the software is then able to identify
the employee by her movement data, and
segregate the employee data from the shopper
data, allowing the retailer to perform very
precise and accurate analyses.
Bluetooth LE has a medium range – generally
more than a video camera, but less than a Wi-Fi
access point – and does not need line of sight.
They are small and inexpensive, and are quite
accurate when deploying a sufficient number
of sensors. However, for purposes of
employee exclusion, a store must
deploy dedicated Bluetooth
sensors that are not multi-use
for other applications, like
shopper engagement.

RetailNext
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Common sensor technologies: RFID
			
he Internet of Things (IoT) is getting
			
a lot of buzz, and in retail, the biggest
			
buzz seems to be centering on RFID.
From a retail analytics perspective, RFID is more
easily analyzed when broken down into two
different applications.

T

RFID has proven to be a fantastic solution for
inventory management, and allows retailers,
and in particular brands who control their
entire end-to-end processes, to examine their
supply chains, from factory to shipping dock,
from warehouse to store. RFID tags containing
a unique identifier are attached to every SKU of
merchandise, and RFID readers are deployed,
either fixed in the ceiling or perhaps handheld,
and often also integrated into POS terminals.
This type of solution wonderfully addresses
questions like:
• Where is this product?
• How many more of this product do
		 we have?

The latest applications of RFID technology
integrates with other sensors to provide more
complete understanding of how merchandise
moves throughout the store in relation to
shoppers and their shopping behaviors. With
the newest generation of RFID scanners fixed
to the ceiling, a store is able to determine the
exact, precise location of merchandise within
the store, be it display rack, table or shelf,
fitting room, or POS checkout. The precision
of inventory location is ideal to A/B test
different displays, fixtures, lighting and
other merchandising strategies to determine
optimal tactics.
The two store applications given above use
examples of passive RFID as opposed to active
RFID. In passive RFID, all the “smarts” are in the
RFID reader and the individual RFID tags don’t
need a battery, and therefore are inexpensive
and last – in all practical terms – forever.

• Where are critical inventory shortages?
• Where are the bottlenecks in the
		 supply chain?
RetailNext
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A tale of three dresses
When looking at POS data, a merchandiser
notices varying sales results for her three
biggest hopes for the season. Dress #1 is
steadily selling at her expectations, but
dresses #2 and #3 are not, with dress #3
the worst performer.
Should she markdown dress #3 and/or
#2? Should she look for promotional
help from Marketing?
To gain greater clarity on root causes, she
looks at RFID data and the movement of
the dresses in the store. It’s there that she
notices dresses #1 and #2 are often taken
to the fitting rooms, but from there, #1 very
much outsells #2. Dress #3, on the other
hand, rarely makes it to the fitting room at all.

Now, she’s able to refine her decisionmaking. Dress #2 engages shoppers
and entices them to try it on. As it’s not
converting into sales from the fitting room,
perhaps there is an issue with fit, color,
or another style issue. It might just be time
for markdowns.
Diving even deeper into data, the
merchandiser integrates video data streams
with the RFID stream and identifies a lack of
foot traffic to the display fixture that hosts
dress #3. On a percentage basis of shopper
traffic, dress #3 actually outperforms dress
#1 in both trips to the fitting room and sales!
Dress #3 is not a candidate for markdowns
or other promotional activity. Rather, the
issue with dress #3 is its display, its store
location, or both!

RetailNext
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Sensors, in summary
Different sensor technologies have different capabilities, strengths and limitations.

Video

Wi-Fi

BLE/ Beacons

RFID

Capabilities

Capabilities

Capabilities

Capabilities

• Precise traffic counting
• Dwell counting
• Engagement
measurement
• Demographics
• Shopper path
analytics
• Video management
and observation

• Busy and idle
time trends
• Visit duration
• Pass-by traffic
and capture rates
• Zone path analytics
• Mobile browsing data
• Customer loyalty asset
collection

• Mobile app exposure
• Interaction analysis
(also requires video
coverage)
• Shopper path analytics
• Employee
measurement

• Security and loss
prevention
• Most popular inventory
management and asset
tracking technology
• End-to-end tracking
of products (source
of manufacturing to
shop floors)
• Align shopper
movement with
product movement
• Near real-time
inventory location
capabilities

Key Uses

Key Uses

Key Uses

Key Uses

• Deliver precise tracking
on every shopper into
and through the view
of a camera
• The only technology
that can provide full
detailed and nearcomplete paths of
customers through
a shopping
environment
• Provides video
management for
loss prevention
• Enables qualitative
understanding through
video observation

• Leverage shopper
smartphones and
Wi-Fi enabled devices
• Leverage existing
in-store Wi-Fi
infrastructure
• On-site promotion
communication via
captive portal
• Leverage in-store
web browsing 		
behavior to enhance
inventory management

• Proximity based
messaging
• Shopper engagement
• Personalized
communication/
notifications
• Segmentation of
customers vs staff

• Precise and accurate
item location tracking
• Auto identification with
no manual action
needed
• Portable and lower
footprint sensors
• Wide variety of form
factor options
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Sensor fusion
			
f a retailer wants a full view of what’s
			
occurring (or not occurring) in a physical
			
store - much like the ability of an online store
and its website – it requires using a variety of sensors
and tying together their disparate data streams.

I

Each sensor technology brings in valuable data, but
each also has its blind spots. Fusing sensor capabilities
into a single platform provides a full 360-degree view
of the store and its shoppers, and empowers retailers
to answer their most pressing questions and address
their highest priorities.
The retail industry is increasingly becoming a more
data-oriented industry, and more data simply requires
more than a dependence on one type of sensor and
its data stream.

Checklist going forward
Properly instrumenting the physical store with a
variety of sensors can be cost prohibitive. Clearly
define your objectives, identify the data streams
absolutely necessary to achieve the objectives,
and then outfit your store accordingly with the
necessary sensors.
Consider all costs of deployment, including
installation costs, activation efforts and drain
on already scarce personnel resources. Easy
to install and “plug and play” definitely beat
any alternatives.
Plan for flexibility and the modular expansion
of capabilities to meet the demands of evolving
objectives.

Introducing Aurora
Aurora is the first all-in-one
sensor designed specifically
for the discerning needs of
retail, integrating stereo video,
Wi-Fi- and Bluetooth BLE all
into a single, stylish device.
Aurora includes dual video
sensors and 30 days of
recording storage built directly
into the device, and is quickly
and easily installed, integrating
directly into RetailNext’s cloudbased SaaS platform.
Aurora also has staff exclusion
built in, eliminating the need
for any additional beacon
ecosystem.
And, Aurora has mobile device
detection built in, eliminating
the need for cumbersome
Wi-Fi access points.
Adaptable. Powerful. Elegant.
Aurora. The next-generation
sensor for shopper measurement.
RetailNext
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At RetailNext, we’re passionate about retailing and how to
empower retailers to become better retailers, growing revenues
and profits while delivering a differentiated shopping experience
that increases shopping retention and loyalty.
Please join the #retail and #inspiringretail conversations on
Twitter @RetailNext, and visit the RetailNext site at retailnext.net.
If you’d like to speak directly to someone at RetailNext, please
contact us at (408) 884-2162.
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